
Ultralight active wheelchair for kids.

Designed and hand built in Germany.



Pictured configuration:
 
Side plates and footrest made of high-quality carbon fibre.  laser cut back panel.

 light brakes. Rear wheels:  Extra light with pneumatic tires and black 
aluminium push-rims. Front wheels: Skaterwheels with LED. Anti tip and tip assist swingaway. 
Frame colour: „signal white“. Steering forks and adapter for camber in „luminous red“.

„CARBON-LINE“. The weight is only 6,85 kg - ready to ride. Carbon fibre side plates and footrest.

Ultralight active wheelchair for kids.



Compact. Light. Sporty.Integrated one hand push-handle.Rigid abduction frame.

Ultralight. Extremely agile. Growth capacity.

Modern, sporty design. Plus add an individual touch.

CLEO - an impressive design with straight lines, compact design and a light sporty appearance.
In addition to the  laser cut back panel we are offering the option to add an extra personal
touch by customising the back panel. Set your CLEO up with your name!

Ultralight rigid frame wheelchair with a large amount of growth capacity built in.

CLEO is engineered to be light weight by using multifunctional side plates as structural
elements and reduce the number of components.

Thanks to the CLEO construction principle, the weight of important accessories could be reduced
substantially. Consequently a very dynamic riding and a quite easy handling is achieved.

Practically. Comfortable and absolutely individual



Carbon fibre side plate. Anti tip & tip assist.Carbon fibre footrest.

Rigid abduction frame. Brake  light. Skaterwheels with LED

Ultralight configuration. Variable. Grows with your child.

Options. Accessories. Custom-made.
 
Create your own CLEO especially for your needs. Everything is possible. CLEO offers a wide range 
of accessories for more freedom and perfect patient-centred care.Tip: We are engineering perfect 
custom-made solutions for your individual needs and desires.
If there is something that would like to have on your CLEO please feel free to ask us!

Optional accesories.



  

Pictured configuration:
 
Aluminium frame, side plates and footrest hanger powder coated black to match the frame colour.

 light brakes. Fender. Rear wheels:  Extra light with pneumatic tires and black 
aluminium push-rims. Front wheels: PU-wheels with plastic design rim. Angle adjustable footrest 
hanger. Swingaway anti tip, left and right side. Frame colour: „black“. Seat and back panel, 
backrest base, footrest, adapter for camber and steering fork in „luminous red“.

CLEO-Ti with 45° tilt in space and angle adjustable backrest.

Ti Innovative custom made design.



45° tilt in space.

Tilt in space from -5° up to +45°. Light and compact for transport.

Extremely compact.

Innovative custom made design.

Modern, sporty design. Light weight. Extremely compact folding size. 

An impressive design with straight lines, compact design and a light sporty appearance - also as
Ti version. For transport or car ride only minimal manipulations are necessary to get your CLEO-Ti
on an extremely compact folding size.

Ti

A further development of our favored CLEO regarding tilt in space.

CLEO is available as -Ti (Tilt) version now.
The seat angle can be adjusted comfortably from -5° up to +45°
by the new design of the tilt in space function.

New design of angle adjustable backrest.

The new design of the backrest is angle adjsutable and foldable.
Adjustable recline from -5° up to +35°.



Innovative custom made design.Ti

Aluminium footrest. Double anti tip.Steering fork and plastic design rim.

Aluminium side plate.Central operating elements.

Centrally positioned operating elements. Variable and innovative.

Easy, comfortable handling. Innovative double anti-tip.

The release for tilt in space as well as the release for recline are positioned centrally and ensure 
a comfortable and easy handling.
The double anti tip, wich is necessary for CLEO-Ti is swingaway and easy to operate by foot.



Recline.Tilt in space.

The perfect care and position - in every situation. Growth capacity.

Innovative custom made design.Ti

Tilt in space and recline.
According to the individual need of the child CLEO-Ti enables a gentle change between the active and
passive position. Both, tilt in space and recline can be handled easily and offer different angle positions
for a perfect and indivdiual care.

Tilt in space from -5° up to +45°.
The new design enables a quick and easy tilt in space of the seat unit from -5° up to +45° (in nine 6°steps).

Recline from -5° up to +35°. 
The recline is adjustable from -5° up to +35° (in six 8° steps).

Multiple adjustment possibilities. Easy adjustment of active degree. Growth capacity.

Multiple adjustment possibilities as well as a wide range of accessories enable a perfect and individual
care. The active degree of the seat unit is infinitely variable. The seat depth growth capacity is up to
8 cm and the seat height is adjustable up to 5 cm.



Fender with integrated
braking system.

CLEO-Ti with outdoor front end.CLEO-Ti.

CLEO-Ti with outdoor front end.CLEO-Ti.

Independent on rough terrain - Off-road construction.

The outdoor front end. Mounting with minimal manipulation.

The outdoor front end is designed particularly for outdoor use and allows independent moving on
unmade roads (dirt or gravel roads).
The pefect push aid for the assistant, to overcome toghether with patient also daily, urban barriers
as bouldering, tracks or the like.

Outdoor front end.Ti



Specifications Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Seat width 24 - 30 cm 24 - 34 cm 26 - 34 cm
Seat depth 22 - 36 cm 22 - 40 cm 24 - 40 cm
Seat height 29 - 39 cm 32 - 42 cm 36 - 46 cm
Seat angle (adjustable) 0° - 11° 0° - 11° 0° - 11°
Backrest height 20, 25, 30, 35 cm 20, 25, 30, 35 cm 20, 25, 30, 35 cm
Backrest angle
Rigid back
Reclinable back

-10° up to + 10°
-5° up to + 35°

-10° up to + 10°
-5° up to + 35°

-10° up to + 10°
-5° up to + 35°

Lower leg length 13 - 36 cm 13 - 36 cm 13 - 36 cm
Footrest angle -10° up to + 10° -10° up to + 10° -10° up to + 10°
Rear wheel diameter  20“  22“ 24“
Front wheel diameter 4“, 5“, 5,5“ 4“, 5“, 5,5“ 4“, 5“, 5,5“
Camber 6°, 9°, 12° 6°, 9°, 12° 6°, 9°, 12°
Weight limit 60 kg 60 kg 60 kg

Ultralight active-wheelchair for kids.

Safety aspect: Both types of CLEO successfully crash-tested.

CLEO and CLEO-Ti are crashtested successfully according to ISO 7176-19. 
CLEO and CLEO-Ti are admitted for use as a seat in a motor vehicle.



Specifications Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Seat width 24 - 30 cm 24 - 34 cm 26 - 34 cm
Seat depth 22 - 36 cm 22 - 40 cm 24 - 40 cm
Seat height 38 - 41 cm 40,5 - 43,5 cm 45 - 48 cm
Seat angle (adjustable) -5° up to +45° -5° up to +45° -5° up to +45°
Backrest height 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 cm 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 cm 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 cm
Backrest angle
Reclinable back -5° up to + 35° -5° up to + 35° -5° up to + 35°
Lower leg length 13 - 36 cm 13 - 36 cm 13 - 36 cm
Footrest angle -10° up to + 10° -10° up to + 10° -10° up to + 10°
Rear wheel diameter  20“  22“ 24“
Front wheel diameter 4“, 5“, 5,5“ 4“, 5“, 5,5“ 4“, 5“, 5,5“
Camber 6°, 9°, 12° 6°, 9°, 12° 6°, 9°, 12°
Weight limit 60 kg 60 kg 60 kg

Innovative custom made design.Ti

Notes.
 
The pictures in this brochure can contain optional accessories.
Typesetting and printing errors excepted. Status: December 2019.



 

Partnering together to mobilise kids.

 
             GmbH
Eulerstraße 27
D-56235 Ransbach-Baumbach

Fon: (+49) 2623 / 92 499-0
Fax: (+49) 2623 / 92 499-99

info@hoggi.de

www.hoggi.de
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Ultralight active-wheelchair for kids.


